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Studios. It was January 1967, and whilst the Beatles were in the adjacent

Syd’s behaviour didn’t frighten the BBC, apparently, who invited the

studio 2 creating ‘Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band’, producer and

group to return again for a radio show; but Syd had other ideas – maybe

A&R executive Norman Smith was charged with helping Pink Floyd

‘objections’ would be a better word – and wasn’t interested in appearing.

give birth to “The Piper at the Gates of Dawn”, named after one of the

So he didn’t. The other members of the group, on the other hand, acutely

wall – it topped the Billboard charts for 15 weeks, sold 1

with all of the music. Waters, on the other hand, thought that

chapters in Kenneth Grahame’s ‘The Wind in the Willows’.

aware that their lead singer’s actions were likely to crash-land their nascent

million copies in two months, and is now one of the best-

it was “stupefyingly good”. It was, as Mark Blake wrote,

Syd’s intake of acid and his dislike of being told what to do with his music
led to him ignoring all advice from Norman Smith. But both Syd and Roger

careers, weren’t interested in putting up with Syd’s erratic behaviour if it was

selling albums of all time in the US. For his hard work, sound

“grown up rock music with a message”. Pink Floyd had

going to cause the cancellation of Pink Floyd gigs, and they began to shun

engineer James Guthrie garnered a Grammy award for Best

plucked their era’s chord of discontent, and it resonated into

his company if possible.

Engineered Recording (non-classical) in 1980.

were interested in the workings of the studio and the production of sound,
and Syd proved to be a dab hand at the feeders on the desk, working them
to get exactly the sound that he wanted.

had not designed, due to an argument that led Waters and

Waters sported a white T-shirt with a large number one on

included the sleeve for Animals in a book he had written; to

it – no megalomania there, then) toured in support of the

recording technique”, with “plenty of mind-blowing sound” and “a

Waters’ great displeasure – displeasure which was leading

particularly striking collection”. It has since been acknowledged as a

the Floyd singer and bassist to distancing himself from a great

only 31 concerts, modest in comparison to most Floyd tours.

seminal 1960’s psychedelic rock album. Listeners would have been hard-

many people. He struck Bob Ezrin off his visiting list when the

Gerald Scarfe was once again responsible for animations that

produced ‘See Emily Play’ as a single, also written by Syd Barrett. This

pressed to find any blues in the album, though; Richard Wright’s keyboard

producer explained what the show was about to a friend of his

would play on a circular screen above the stage and the wall.

single gave Norman Smith his “aha!” moment.

had superimposed jazz and classical ideas and taken over the interludes

who couldn’t get to see a gig. The “friend” then repaid Ezrin

It was a huge undertaking. No chance of a drink before the

normally reserved for a slick lead guitar. The result was a musical silt-bed of
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new album throughout 1980 and 1981, although there were

six of which were written by Barrett alone, two by Barrett and Wright, one
by Roger Waters and Barrett and one by Roger Waters alone. They also

But who could have known that with the band on the outskirts of
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The band, wearing a Wall uniform of black shirts with an
embroidered hammer insignia (occasionally abandoned when

Thorgerson to estrangement for 25 years; Thorgerson had

It was described as “a fine showcase for both their talent and their

favourable reviews in the NME, which gave the album four stars out of five.
Floyd steered themselves through loud – even the engineer was
staggered by the decibel level – potential chaos to produce eleven tracks,

the very souls of young people and stirred the fears of those
in authority over them.

Incidentally, that album cover was the first that Thorgerson

By now, the Piper at the Gates of Dawn had been sent out into the
world. It wasn’t going to win over mainstream pop fans, but it did garner

menace beneath the spacey musical lines, howls and sound effects.

superstardom, Piper would be the only album with Syd Barrett fronting the
band. David Gilmour, perhaps, who had a frightening experience when he
met a “… strange, glassy-eyed” Syd one day.
Whilst Emily was released to the world on 16th of June 1967 and began

Floyd were now beginning to make inroads into the consciousness of the
musical cognoscenti, and EMI were looking for another single from them.
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by blowing the information to the press. And Waters’ ideas

show, as Gilmour explained, because with “great piles of cue

were increasingly seen as hypocritical arrogance; his desire

sheets hanging over my amps” the chances of complete

to build a permanent wall between the band and the audience

disaster were too great.

(an idea torpedoed by Gilmour) or having an inflatable pig
defecate on the audience – those without whom he would be

And when the wall finally crashed to stupendous sound

The texts of all of the songs on offer seemed to be doorways into Syd’s

whistling lonely into the wind. His contempt for the hand that

(and a tour loss of $600,000) the audience – despite the

mind, the mind of a man in the grip of “…serious mental disturbance”, in

fed him also led him to mock his audience during six nights

fact that The Wall was “extremely dour”, as Roger Waters

working her way up the charts to number five with her psychedelic rock-pop

the words of Jenner. The band was so worried that they managed to get him

at Earls Court in London. Neither could he keep the lid on his

confessed later – knew they had seen something special –

charms, and Syd was just laid back enough not to frighten off the listening

a psychiatrist, an effort that came to nothing.

and the band’s disagreements amongst themselves, which, he

as did the promoter Larry Magid, who offered them $2 million

teenagers, the band were invited to appear on BBC TVs Top of the Pops.

The tour to promote the album did nothing to allay anyone’s ragged

confessed in an interview, had been bubbling for seven years.

nerves. Floyd’s work visas didn’t arrive on time, and when they did get to
Syd’s problems became apparent almost immediately; he was unhappy
at being told to mime the song and deliberately appeared in a dishevelled
state, whereas the others had taken great care with their looks.
For his second TV appearance, Syd stood in front of the microphone
with the guitar dangling in front of him and everyone knew what the problem

the States their US label, Capitol, had left them without any instruments.
Neither was opening for a raucous Janis Joplin the best of plans, their

It’s an interesting side note that, without exception, anyone
coming into professional contact with Gilmour and Waters

Away from Floyd, Ginger had now given David a second

for the first time were nonplussed, initially unable to reconcile

child, Clare, to pad around in the former 14th century Tudor

dull”. And Syd’s unreliable behaviour continued as he smeared gel into

Pink Floyd’s public image with the very English attitudes and

monastery in Oxfordshire that was soon to be theirs.

his hair or detuned his guitar, gave monosyllabic answers in interviews and

lifestyles of its two leading members offstage.

appearance drawing forth remarks from critics that their work was “simply

otherwise retreated into his own world.

was; as one friend described it, “He looked completely off his head”.
Floyd’s lead singer, it seemed, was having difficulties weaning himself from

for two nights in Philadelphia. Which Waters turned down,
refusing to play another stadium.

Roger Waters was already involved in plans for a film of
The band had their reservations about the album; Gilmour,

The Wall, whilst Nick Mason was completing his first solo

once again, didn’t see eye to eye with Waters’ cynical

album, with songs by Carla Bley, a jazz vocalist. It was entitled

the delights of Joplin’s crazy world, all in all, the band were left feeling

opinions, whilst Wright, now in the schizophrenic position

‘Nick Mason’s Fictitious Sports’, but it failed to chart.

coping with the hard-nosed adult world he found himself in. With hindsight,

disheartened and abandoned, so Andrew King killed the tour and took Floyd

of being in the band but not of it, professed not to be happy

this is evident in the songs that he wrote for the album, which are infused

back home.

the idyllic days of his Cambridge childhood and was completely incapable of

Despite “prodigious” quantities of dope and being initiated into

with innocent wistfulness.
Clearly, Floyd could not continue with Syd in his current state, and

ABOVE LEFT-RIGHT: Syd Barrett, Rick Wright, Roger Waters, Nick Mason.

MAIN IMAGE: A psychedelic light show surrounds Pink Floyd playing
at the UFO Club, London, 23rd December 1966
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MAIN IMAGE: Roger Waters performing ‘The Wall’ on
27th February 1980 at Nassau Coliseum in Long Island, NY
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